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FOREWORD
The research efforts of the author have "been devoted
predominantly to assorted proolems in design, construction,
and operational technique associated with Beta-ray Spectro-
scopy. It is the intent of this thesis to present an account
emphasising several phases of the instrumental and operational
history of the project rather than the detailed analytic study
of a specific spectrometric problem.
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INTRODUCTION
In contributing to the fund of experimental information
supporting the theory of nuclear constitution, Beta-ray
Spectroscopy analyzes electronic events which are of nuclear
origin or provocation.
Vhen a nucleus suffers a change in quantum state through a
reduction in the net energy of the nuclear constituents, the
forfeited energy must Le dissipated through some transport mechan-
ism. The surplus energy may manifest itself as an emitted gamma-
ray having a photon energy equivalent to the corresponding change
in nuclear quantum state. Of more mensurable interest however,
is a competitive mode of nuclear decay known as Internal Conversion.
Here the condemned nuclerr energy provokes the ejection of r.n ex-
tranuclear orbital electron, and so happily provides a tangible
signal possessing mass and charge, and differing from an ordinary
electron in its genesis only. Then the sum of the kinetic energy
of this internally converted electron and the binding energy
characterizing the orbit of the electron's extranuclear origin
exactly accounts for the energy of the initiative nuclear transi-
tion.
Extranuclear orbital binding energies for most of the ele-
ments are well known from other experim ntal sources (3). The
spectrometric problem now reduces to the measurment of the kinetic
energies of the appropriate internal conversion eleotrons. To
approach this problem consider the following argument*
when an electron enters a magnetic field with a velocity
2component normal to the field, an electro-magnetic reaction
ensues thereby the electron is accelerated in a direction mutually
perpendicular to its velocity component and the magnetic field.
These ballistical conditions cause the electron to describe &
circular trajectory. According to electrodynamics the equation
of motion governing this action has the form*
(1) f=* dV/dt = *ev 1
%faere: f - central force in dynes acting upon the electron
B
- magnetic field intensity in gausses
e - electronic charge in e. m. u.
V - velocity of the electron in cm./sec.
m - dynamic mass of the electron in grams
mo
( i -
TV„* )*
waerej m - rest mass of the electron in grams
o - velocity of light in cm./sec.
But also according to the mechanics of centrally accelerated
particles s
(2) t = * r/f
where: p - radius of curvature of the particle's orbit in cm.
Combining equations (l) and (2)t
whence:
!/>=»%
Strictly, f= d/dt(mv) = Bev; but since f is perpendicular
to v, acceleration of the electron is directionwise only and no
work: is done. Thus with m oonstant (for constant v) the express-
ion assumes the above Uewtonian form.
5This simple working f orrrula reveals that the momentum per
electronic charge is curiously equal to the product of the mag-
netic field intensity in gausa and the radius of curvature of
the electron trajectory in centimeters. If a uniform magnetic
field is adjusted to a value suitable to the focusing range of
a given spectrum and then remains constant, running values of p
for consecutive monoenergetio electron groups can be measured
directly by a spectrometer* kinetic energies of the monoenergetic
eleotron groups can then be calculated in terms of their re-
spective momenta, B/> by means of the relativistic formula*
• = .» e
2
+ [(m e 2 )
2
+ (^)
2
]
/z
For electrons with energies in Mev, this formula reduces
approximately tot
IMSTEOKEBTAIICJff
General Properties of the Beta.-ray Spectrometer
Conspicuously curious ar$ the extremes in magnitude ox*
isting between the subject end the implement of Seta-ray
opectrunetry. For although the electron is one of the smallest
characters in our concept of material nature (m = 9,11 x lO'^gm. )
*
the instrument required to measure the electron's momentum,
i.e. the beta-ray spectrometer concerned in this text* incor-
porates over two tons of ocherent apparatus*
The beta-ray spectrometer herein described was of the
Fixed-Field, 180-2' ocuying Type* Use of constant magnetic fields
required that the spectrometer be designed to measure variable
values of the momentum parameter^ • Spectrometers of this type
are thus essentially distance measuring devices*
By allowing the electron trajectories to circumscribe
approximately 180° ares* a geometrically inherent focusing
property permits the detector to intercept, with negligible leas
in energy resolution* a reconverged extended beam of monoenergetic
electrons having a small but finite range in angle of departure
from the radioactive source* The advantage of collecting a
reconverged bundle (rather than a narrow pencil) of monoenergetic
electrons is realized as greater signal Intensity at the deteotor
for any given p .
EXPLANATION Oh PLATE I
Photograph of the Complete Beta-ray Spectrometer.
Also shown:
Right: High voltage power supply and decade pulse
scaling unit for the detector; channeled to
the camera through a coaxial cable*
Atop magnet. Meter and control box for the vacuum
thermocouple gauge.
Before the left magnet pier J High pressure cylinder
containing gas for recharging the detector-
gas reservoir (not present at the time the
photograph was taken).

7Details of the Spectrometer Components
The Kagnet . Electron focusing was effected by a large semi-
permanent magnet. Views of this magnet appear in PLATES I and VII.
Exclusive of excitation coils, the ferrous portion of the magnet
weighs approximately 2,850 pounds.
Two cylindrical, soft iron poles were supported and magneti-
cally linked by a heavy box-shaped yoke made of boiler plate steel.
The cylinder dimensions were 16" diameter x 5.5W height. Outside
rectangular dimensions of the yoke were 16" x £7.5" x 40". Each
pole was anchored to its supporting yoke plate by a 3 ingle, 1"
diameter steel center-bolt. Spaced betv.'een each pole was a battery
of 80 symetrically arranged Alnico cylinders (l" diameter x 3"
height). These Alnico sub-magnets v/ere concealed by the two large
excitation coil3 which encircle the anchored ends of the poles*
The polished pole faces were plane-parallel (to within 0.002")
and separated by a 7.65 cm. air gap. Removable steel shims insert-
ed between the vertical yoke pieces and the upper yoke plate
make it possible to adjust the pole gap for size and parallelism.
Bach excitation coil consisted of approximately 300 turns
of #6 copper wire, insulated with shellac and paper, and wrapped
round-about with friction tape. The lower coil rested directly
upon the lower yoke plate, while the upper coil was suspended
from the upper yoke plate by means of two brass brackets. Wherever
practicable, appendages to the magnet were constructed of brass
or other non-f errou3 materials so as to preserve magnetic symetry.
sMagnetization and demagnetization were e.eeonplished. by
exciting the ooils with direot current frem a motorgenerator
unit, i'ield intensities of the order of 550 gauss were obtained
by brief excitation vith currents of about 35 amperes. The soft
iron composition of the magnet facilitated the changes in field.
Once a desired field had been approximated (as indicated by a
gaussometer) excitation was ceased and the field was allowed to
stabilize for a few days. Permanent field retention was effeot-
ed by the 160 aforementioned Alnico sub-magnets.
Calibration of the field was achieved by measuring the value
ofp for a well defined standard "line"1 of known energy. The
field intensity B, was then calculated from the B/> product corres_
ponding to the known ''line" energy. The energies of a number of
lines originating from several easily obtained radioactivities
have been accurately determined recently by Dullond and collab-
orators (4),
The Evacuation System^ The purpose of the evacuation system
is at least fourfold. The air pressure within the camera must be
greatly reduced so as to reduce electron scattering and extend the
mean-free-path of the electrons sufficiently to allow an adequate
proportion of them to reach the detector directly. Low pressure
Is necessary in order to prevent high voltage breakdown of the
electrical elements within the camera, deduced pressure protects
I'm.Tha word "line" refers to a characteristic dark line appear-ing on the photographio spectrogram of a disorete electron spectrum
calibration spectrograms were obtained from two simple, box-shaned
'
spectrographs which were designed for use in this Signet.
the delicate detector window from rupture • The dt tee tor and the
gus filling system must be emptied of air, vatcr ; vapor, and any
volatile compounds prior to filling them with detector gae ae
insurance against ga& contamination*
Evacuation was accomplished in two »tageu. The bulk of the
air vras removed from the system by a rotary -vacuus pimp (Welch
Co., Hodel #126). Primary evacuation was allowed to proceed until
the pressure was reduced to 100 mierons or leas, Second stage
evacuation was then accomplished by a 200 watt, eleotrically
heated oil diffusion pump (Dietillation Products Industriee f
Hodel ,/VMP i.0-01)* Sormal operating procures were 1 micron
or less.
The rotary vacuum pump rested on the floor between the two
concrete piers which supported the magnet, and was connected to
the exhaust barrel of the diffusion pump by rubber vacuum hose.
Through a flexible mounting the diffusion pump was suspended be-
tween two braced angle-iron brackets vhieh were bolted to the
bottom side of the magnet yoke* The high-vacuum barrel of the
diffusion pump was soldered to a 1.5" diameter copper manifold
which coupled directly to the evacuation port flange of the camera*
A rubber gasket was included between the camera and manifold
flanges* flexibility in the diffusion pump mounting permitted
the manifold to be swung elear of the camera during the installa-
tion or r**5noval of the carera, thus diminishing the danger of
straining the soldered manifold joints*
Gross pressure differentials (in the order of 1 mo*) were
indicated by a mercury manometer which was mounted at one end of
10
the spectrometer and connected to the manifold. Higher vacua
vere measured by a commercial vacuum thermocouple gauge which
was screwed into the manifold.
The Gas Pilling Svateau Gas for the Geiger-Huller detector
tube (to he discussed later) was mixed and stored in an independ-
ent reservoir uhich vaa mounted in a wooden oradle atop the magnet.
Thia reservoir was Bade from a 0.5 liter "pyreac" florence flask
sealed at the neck. Commercial gas could he transferee free
high-pressure cylinders to the reservoir through a short section
of rubber hose which connected the reservoir refill stem to the
butterfly valve of the high-pressure cylinder.
The gaa mixture moat commonly used consisted of 90% argon
(as the ion vehicle) and 10$ ethylene (as the Quencher). The
detector tube vaa usually filled to a pressure of 10 cm. of this
gas.
Elements of the gas filling system are ahown schematically
in Pig. 1., on the following page.
An examination of the stopcock arrangement shown in Pig. 1
explains how the one manometer can be channeled bo as to serve
independently either the vacuum manifold* the detector, the gas
refill line, or the gas reservoir. Although the situation of a
double stopcock between the reservoir and the detector necessitated
that the detector tube be filled in two stages via the manometer
line, it did insure that the delioate Geiger-IIttller tube window
could not be subjected suddenly to the full gas pressure within
the reservoir.

12
The Camera., Basically the functions of the beta-ray spec-
trometer camera are to provide a lov-pressure region of known
geometry in which electrons can be focused, and to incorporate
some device for deteoting the focused electrons.
Since the evacuated camera must withstand atmospheric
pressure and also must not by its own presence perturb the mag-
netic field in which it operates, it ia mandatory that the camera
be built of some rigid, nonferrous material. Ideally suited to
these and other requirements is brass. Thus the camera was
constructed almost entirely of brass. Exolusive of lead shield-
ing, which varied in amount - depending upon the radiation char-
acteristics of the sample under study - the camera weighed 55
pounds. The size and configuration of the camera and its compo-
nents can be ascertained by consulting PLATES II and III. The
radioal design of the instrument (in particular the semi-circular
bay window) will be acoounted for under the subtopic, Angular
Correlation Provisions.
The camera shell, consisting of a base, five vertical walls,
and a lid was fashioned from Ve" brass plate. The walls and
base were bolted together with #8-32 screws and the seams sealed
with soft solder. During operation the lid (shown in Fig. 1,
PLATE VII) was secured by twelve V4" "brass bolts (shown in
PLATE V) which screwed into the base, and one short bolt which
screwed into a bracket which reinforced the Joint between the
two oblique front walls. The vacuum seal was provided by a
rubber gasket situated between the lid and walls. All areas of
the camera interior which were optically accessible to the
13
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EXPLANATION OjP PLATE III
Construction Diagram of the Spectrometer Camera.
Top view, lid removed,
Scale: Approximately £ actual size*
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detector window were lined with thin sheets of electron-ahs orbing
celluloid as a precaution against spurious electron emission
from the metallic surfaces
•
A flanged exhaust port was silver-soldered to the rear wall
of the camera* This port consisted of a section of brass pipe
(3.3 cm. 1.2.) silver-soldered to a flange containing six #10-32
tapped holes which were aligned with the holes in the evacua-
tion manifold flange. The silver-soldered joints were stepped so
as to provide a greater bonding surface at these points of likely-
stress*
Source Assemblies, For internal conversion electron studies
the radioactive sample was normally applied to the adhesive side
of a narrow strip of "Scotch" tape. The activated strip was then
taped to an aluminum source frame (Fig. £ # PLATE IV). The source
frame was then screwed to a "brass source tray onto which could be
mounted either of two types of focusing slits (Figs. 1 and 5,
PLATE IV), This source tray slid into the correct operating posi-
tion between guides which were located inside the camera's bay
window. The gap width of the lucite focusing slit shown in
Pig, 1, PLATE IV could be adjusted by mean3 of screws and slotted
slit gates. Views of the adjustable focusing slit also appear in
PLATES II and V,
Por photoelectric studies* the radioactive sample was sealed
*Por nuclear transitions having low internal conversion
coefficients it is often desireable to measure the gaEana-radi-
ations via the mechanism of photoelectric effect. This requires
that the radioactive source be covered by a photoelectron source
(the radiator) of known Z number. Gamma-ray energies are then
represented by E^E + B^l,, where 3. E, is the binding energy of
the electron ejected from the radiator*
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in a small envelope made of "Scotch" tape and celluloid (Pig. 3,
KJltM IV). This envelope, together with an appropriate photo-
electric radiator strip, was deposited in the small radiation
cavity of the luoite source holder shown in Pigs* 4 and 5,
PLATS IV. The gate of the eource holder was adjustable so that
the affective source width could be varied over a snail range* The
source holder was screwed te the source tray through the same
holes which would otherwise accomodate the aforementioned souroe
frame* The enveloped source offered the advantages of safe handling
and iatarohangeability with different radiator strips without
fear of contamination.
focusing Geometry* When the source tr&y resided In the
proper operating position within the camera, the axis of the
radioactive souroe was colinear with the line of intersection
of the interior faces of the two oblique front camera walls
(PLATE III).
The focal plane, containing the planes of the focusing
slit and detector slit, was at a distance, s=2.54 or* away from
the plane of the source. Por referencing convenience a physical
focal line was scribed into the base of the camera and calibrated
at the 5 and 10 em* distances from its intersection with the
souroe line s* With reference to the focusing geometry represented
in Pig. 1, PLATS IV, the radii of curvature of the electron
trajectories/?
,
were calculated in terms of spindle revolutions
S, (the spindle will be explained under the subtopie Deteotor
Driving Gear) by means of the following Pythagorean analysis
t
21
s -.Ldistanoe between the souroe and the focal line*
d - distance along the focal line between the source line
a, and the G-M tube axis*
d - d of minimum tube approach,
S m number of accumulated spindle revolutions from So*
So =0000.0 at d e .
k = Ad/AS - ratio of detector traverse to spindle revolutions.
fi - radius of curvature of the electron trajectory.
For the camera under discussion.
d = 6.60 cm.
s = 2.54 cm.
k = 0.0907 cm ./rev.
Then
»
Values of S were read directly from the camera (subtopic,
Detector Driving Gear.). Prom the point d and beyond, p is practi-
cally a linear function of S. Convenient graphs were drawn which
The Detector. Detection of the focused electrons was preform-
ed by a traveling end-window Geiger-Mttller tube of conventional
cylindrical design. The actual si«e and structure of the G-M
tube and its complements are shown in PLATE VI. Other views of
the detector appear in PLATES II, III, and V. Typical preformance
characteristics of the G-M tube are indicated by the graph in
Pig. 2.
2/>=Vss7dF
d= d +kS
= iVs2+(d +kS)2
yield correspondingp values for values of 3,
p
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The barrel of the G-M tube was made from 1 H braes tubing,
highly polished on the inside. A brass window flange was solder-
ed to one end of the barrel and a second matching flange*
(Fig. 2, PLATE VI) fastens tightly over the first by means of
eight #4-40 sorews. The interfaces of these two flanges were
sufficiently polished to permit the thin plastic G-M tube windows
to be clamped between them without the use of gaskets or cement.
The other end of the tube barrel was closed by a soldered disk
which also furnished the lip by which the G-M tube was screwed
to the front face of the detector chassis. A tubular anode guide
was concentric with the barrel and soldered to the disk; and
passed back, through a hole in the chassis , to the trolly assembly.
The anode consisted of a short segment of 5 mil tungsten wire
spot-welded to a 20 mil tungsten wire lead which was sealed into
a glass insulating tube, which in turn, was sealed with hard wax
into the anode guide tube. A small glass bead was fused to the
tip of the fine anode wire in order to prevent eleotrioal
breakdown due to brushing at the sharp edges of the wire.
The G-M tube was filled with gas through a seotion of
"Tygon" plastic hose connected to a filling stem ,fhioh penetrated
the rear camera wall (PLATE III). The filling stem was in turn
connected by rubber hose to the gas filling system.
An assortment of G-M tube slits were made by cementing
segments of lucite together in the manner shown in Fig. 3, PLATE VI,
Unless otherwise specified, it should be assumed by the
reader that all camera components were constructed of brass.
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Fig. 2. Geiger-Kftller Tube Performance Characteristic
Curve.
The tube was filled with a gas mixture of 90$ argon-
10$ CHa=CHa at a pressure of 10 cm. of Hg. Under these
conditions the tube exhibited an approximately linear
plateau over a range of 180 volts, with a rise of 10.3$
per 100 volts.
28
The slita were screwed to the outer face window flange
(PLATE III).
Slectrificaticn. High voltage was supplied to the G-K tube
through a trolly assembly which screwed onto the detector chassis.
Elements of the trolly assembly and their relations to one another
are best described by Pig, 1, PLATE VI. The anode lead made
electrical juncture with the trolly electrode through a globule
of mercury deposited in a small well in the electrode spring
tension screw. The trolly electrode made riding contact with a
copper trolly bar which was insulated from the camera wall by a
lucite plate. The trolly bar was connected to a commercial
exterior coaxial cable coupling by a conductor passing through
a lucite plug vhich was screwed into the right wall of the camera.
Detector Driving Gear. The detector was cause4 to traverse
the focal plane by tieans of the following machinery. A lathe-
threaded, phosphor-bronze spindle (28 threads per inch) passed
through a threaded hole in the detector chassis (PLATES II,
III, V, and VI). This spindle was supported at both Qnds by
bearing mounts which were screwed to the base of the camera*
The forward mount held ft conical thrust bearing which was turned
from a #10-32 brass screw, and could be adjusted by loosening a
lock-nut at the back of the mount. The other end of the spindle
was recessed, and passed through a polished bearing hole in the
rear mount. Through a split-cylinder arrangement (not visible in
the illustrations), the spindle was coupled to a brass spindle-
drive shaft and was secured by an "Allen" type set-3crew.
29
A vacuum seal betv/een the drive shaft and the drive shaft-
tube was maintained by two commercial "O-ring" type gaskets which
fitted into V-shaped grooves cut into the drive shaft.
Spindle revolutions were indicated by a commercial mechan-
ical recorder (Veeder*Root Go.) which was coupled to the drive
shaft by a short rod and two set-screws. The recorder was support-
ed by a U-shaped bracket which clamped about the drive-shaft
tube. By loosening the bracket ferrule set-screw and the coupling
rod set-screw, the recorder could be moved further out from the
turning knob if more hand room was desired. The bracket could
also be rotated so as to cha«g» the reading angle of th© freaat^er.
If this latter adjustment were made, care would be taken to re-
turn the recorder to its original reading? otherwise, the calibra-
tion of the instrument would be invalidated.
Angular Correlation Provisions. With the idea of providing
for instrumental versatility, the camera was designed in such a
way as to make it adaptable to angular correlation studies -
in particular, those of internal conversion electrons with
gamma radiation. Internal conversion electrons were detected by
the internal G-M tube as described previously, while gamma-
rays were detected by an external detector which oould be set at
various angles with respect to the direction of detectable electron
emissions from the source. Angular dependence of coincidence
rates between the internal conversion electron and gamma emissions
furnishes information about the nuclear spin states and energy
levels linked by the radiations.
30
The external detector was supported "by a radial arm which
sweeps about a 195" circular bay windov which circumspans the
radioactive source center at a radius of 10.5 cm, (PLATES II,
III, and VII). A 7 mil copper window wa3 soft-soldered to a
slotted circular strap which was silver soldered to two 1/8"
brass plates which formed the floor and ceiling of the bay window
assembly. The open end of the assembly fitted into a horizontal
slot in the two oblique front camera walla (PLATE II), and the
seams were soldered. The radial arm pivoted about a stepped brass
bushing which screwed onto the bottom of the camera base.
Clearance for the l/8"ihick: arm was provided by three brass runners
which were screwed to the bottom of the base . Additional support
was given to the radial arm by an L-shaped brace which rode along
the top edge of the bay window strap (best shown in Pig. 1.,
PLATE VII). When a G-M tube was used as an external detector, the
tube was held by an aluminum extension arm which bolted onto the
radial arm (PLATES V and VII ).
The circular bay window and the circular focusing slit
(Pig. 5., PLATE IV) offered a minimum in variation of gamma-ray
obstructions about the source.
During angular correlation studies the instrument operated
aw a coincidence spectrometer. As shown in Pig. 2., PLATE VII,
two scaling units monitored the outputs of the two detectors;
thence the scaler outputs were channeled to the coincidence
circuit. Angular correlation was then observed as the variation
of coincidence rates with the angle between the gamma-ray and
^M&aiQa ui- ^i'ii vii
ihotographs of Angular Correlation i atures,
i~'ig* !• View of the camera equipped with an
external doteetcr for M&AmM corr"-
lation studies* In this oase the de-
tector i<i a cora^rcinl G«JI tube,
mounted in the special aluminum exten-
sion bar qfcovn bolted to thn nrisary
radial arm*
iig* 2. View of the instrument arranged to
operate as a coincidence spectrometer
for angular correlation studies* Top
left* ccrrrcercial scaler channeled to
the external deteotor* Center leftt
ocmercial scaler channeled to the
internal dcteotor. Bottom lefti a
coincidence circuit channeled to both
scalers
•
The two hoses, clamped to the transite
panel between the magnet plera (partial-
ly visible), are connected to the vacuus:
manif old and are used to evacuate the
two spectrograph!© cameras*
32
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electron emissions. This correlation allele was approximately
equivalent to the angle subtended by the radial ana and the
oource lino s, (refer to i'oouaing Geometry for a definition of
Auxilliary Equipment
A host of assorted auxilliary instruments and accessories
including special tools, jig»# gauges, frones , boxes, Geiger-
duller tubes, slits, shields, sample -vials, etc* was designed
and manufactured to supplement the central instrument and
facilitate various other aspects of the spectroscopic program*
These itams vers too numerous, and in most oases too trival, to
merit individual description. One of these instruments, however
Is described below.
A sami-micro drybox, the safet* device shown in - ij. 1 #
,
PLATH VIII, was a miniature drybox designed to confine oontaednn*
tion during the mounting of reodorately intense radioactive sources.
The upper section of the oylindrioal drybox was a steel
turret containing a souroe-f rarae clamping stage, a probe port,
and two sample-vial holding tubes* The turret could be covered by
a thick lucite window which shielded the operator from alpha -
and beta - radiation* The lower section of the cylinder fitted
onto a wooden base and functioned as a receptacle into which was
placed an expendible paper cone. The configuration of the turret
elements was saoh as to permit source spillage to fall froely
into the paper cone*
~C?I*NAIIOiI 07 VLM± VIII
Ihotographa of the :>exi:i-z»icro Drybox.
1« view of the aezui-aiicro drybox
aaasmbled and loaded for uae.
Tha lucitfa window haa b&ea re*
roved for the aake ©f -photo-
graphic clarity, ienoil sulcata
the ai«e of the instrument.
i'ig« E. The aami-siicro dirvber, ^art ial-
ii' disassembled.
Pig. 2.
One rial containing a radioactive sample end another con-
taining a vetting agent were clamped in the turret tubes by means
of set-screws; and a blank souroe strict mounted on its appro-
priate frame, was clamped onto the clamping stage. Radioactive
sarnnle was transferod from the vi&l to the strip by m^ans of a
glass probe which could be manipulated from the outside through
a punctured rubber diaphragm covering the turret r>robe port.
If the drybox were to become contaminated it could be
easily and completely disassembled (Fig. PLATE VIII), thus
allowing any contaminated members to be localized and isolated.
In an emergency, or in the event that the operator did not wish
to take time out to decontaminate, the small drybox could be
ouickly transfered en toto to an isolation zone.
The main advantage of the semi-micro drybox was the in-
dependence and freedom of movement afforded to the operator,
who needed not be hampered by cumbersome gloves. Of course
the device was by no means a panacea for source-preparing ills
as it offered no protection whatever against gamma-ra-5 iation
and had therefore to be used with dispatch. Further, successful
operation of the instrument demanded considerable manual
diligence and a rigidly ordered sequence of manipulative moves.
5/
APr!LIC AS TQBT
Investigation of the Internal Conversion Llectron
Spectrum of Tantalum
BBjjjjtil ifeft IWVfWmU Jta order to test the
foxfeanec of the spectrometer g it waa decided to survey a high
energy region (in tJie neighh©~heod of 0*95 * t&i E«t,v#) of
the tantalutt spectrum, ?bla region waa of especial int r ?et
eince reports in the literature from cevoral independent
inv<:':tigr.tors (O H-X eve iv.-r :*t>:iv' ies and discrepancies
in the- K- and Inline energy MltjllWHtH particular the
1.C37 l\c,r. K3~line 4,) t reported by Beach» Peacock,
and Viikinuen was suspected of containing a voali, unre-
solved E4-line. I. pi'°ll»inary photoopf ctrogtaphic
invosttgatlon
of that ^region augmented this suspicion,
purvey j£ & ii££ifi£L j£ Zfct" A speotrometrie
survey of the entire 0.95 - 1*24 M.e.v. region was then in*
itiated under the following operating conditional
souroe width ~ 1*5 ran.
aource height ^ 11 #0 net.
focusing slit vidth 6,0 Mr.,
detector slit vidth 1.6 MR*
internal gaa»m»ray shielding ~ 10.0 cm. of Ph.
An understanding of the proceeding dimensions can he obtained
by refering to P1ATB IV*
Hcsults of the survey are presented graphically in PLATiil
IX. Speotrometrie determination of the gaaRa*»ray leakage through
the Internal lead shielding was made by blocking off electrons
at the souroe with a plate of lueite placed In front of the
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focusing slit. The background count it*, rate (due mainly to
cosmic-rays) was spec trem trically evaluated by completely
removing the source from the camera*
Correction of the Data. On the bra is of a tantalum h If-
life of 116 days, an activity normalisation curve was plotted
(iig. 3.).
Figure 4. is a graph of the corrected tantalum spectrum
which results when the spectrum shovn in PLATS EC has been
time-nomall*cd and deleted of gamma-ray leakage and background
contributions. Prom this representation (Fig. 4.). one can
roughly assess the relative line intensities* Those give an
index of the relative K-shell internal conversion coefficients.
Interpretation of the Data. According to the evidence
exhibited in Pig* 4* 9 the suspicion of the existence of a
weak K4»iine appears to have been justified* The line de-
signated aa L.+, however* appears to be too intense (aa in-
dicated by its height) to be compatible with the weak £4-line.
This suggests the speculation that the peak labeled L 4 say
actually include another muoh weaker, unresolved K-line. This
same kind of obscurity applies to the L2-line which appears to
be much too wide — aa though it were actually double-peaked.
An obscure, hitherto undetected line unexpectedly appear-
ed in the vicinity of 1.01 K.o.v. (aee the peak above yo-8.66
cm., Fig. 4.). Thie line could v ry well be an L-line corre-
spending to a weak K-line previously reported by 0*Meara (5).
The radiation responsible for this line has not yet been in-
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corporated into any proposed tantalum energy level scheme,
and indeed, has not even been reported in the moat recent
ntudy of the tantalum radiations cawlad out by DuKond and
colaborators (4).
Appraisal of the Investigation
Calculations of the known K-L difference* (K,~L|, K z-L*,
K3«L S ) occuring in the spectrum represented in iig. 4, pro*
ducsd values that were within tolerable limits of those vhich
nre expected for internal conversion processes folloving the
Ta -> V mutation, This evidence, together with the fact that
the radioactive sample vaa obtained from a reliable source
(high purity), lends credence to the integrity «f the new
disclooures as authentic tantalum phenomena*
Although it was net expedient to extend or attempt to
refine the spectroretric investigation of the aforementioned
uncertainties, the apeetrometrie results obtained so far,
present strong encouragement for a more scrutinous photo-
spectrographic investigation of the tantalum hirh-energy region.
Brief spectrographs inouirieci to-date have already vindicated
oome of the above suspicions.
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Some theoretical considerations which briefly define the
problems of Beta-ray Spectroscopy were reviewed,
o
General properties and features of a 180-f ocusing*
fixed-field beta-ray spectrometer were explained.
A detailed account of the design, construction, and
operational characteristics of the instrument and its components
was presented.
Special features, unique to this instrument were described
in particular. Camera provisions which make the instrument
adaptable to internal conversion electron—gamma ray angular
correlation studies were revealed.
An auxilliary instrument, the semi-micro drybcx, designed
to facilitate the safe handling of radioactive materials during
the preparation of spectroscopic sources, was described.
Principally as a test of the performance of the instruments,
a portion of the high energy spectrum of tantatum was surveyed
and reported. As a by-product of this investigation, a small but
significant amount of new information has been added to the
knowledge of the tantatum spectrum. The results of the spectro-
metry analysis were presented in graphic form.
